DDoS Open Threat Signaling (DOTS) Working Group

draft-ietf-dots-use-cases Update

Roland Dobbins – Arbor Networks
Stefan Fouant – Corero Network Security
Daniel Migault – Ericsson
Robert Moskowitz – HTT Consulting
Nik Teague – Verisign
Liang ‘Frank’ Xia – Huawei
Kaname Nishizuka - NTT
Changes for -03

- Initial consolidation with draft-nishizuka-dots-inter-domain-usecases-01.
- Major re-factoring of document – significant contributions from the entire team were critical to getting -02 and -03 out, including new co-authors.
- Prosaic use-case framing more accessible to non-specialists.
- More descriptive verbiage around categories – inter-organizational, intra-organizational instead of ‘domain’.
- More high-level description in general.
Themes of -04 – Coming Real Soon Now!

- More conceptual refinement
- More narration of typical use-case scenarios. -02 transitioned us to a more narrative format, -03 added more structure; now we must add ‘story’-type use-case walk-throughs.
- Appendix A refinement & de-duplication.
- Prose style streamlining, grammatical clean-up.
- Terminology harmonization with related drafts
- -04 expected to be WGLC candidate.
- Schedule may slip a little, but not much, now that we’re headed in the right direction – many thanks to co-chairs for their guidance and support!
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